Entries in this section either contain illustrations of Mt. Shasta or contain information pertaining to the experiences of various artists at Mt. Shasta. The earliest known artworks of Mt. Shasta date from 1841, when both Alfred Agate and James Dwight Dana sketched the mountain as part of their duties as members of the Wilkes-Emmons overland expedition. Since then literally hundreds of artists, including some of the best known American artists of the late 19th and early 20th Centuries, have come to Mt. Shasta for inspiration. For an account of Mount Shasta's extensive art history see Miesse: The Significance of Mount Shasta as a Visual Resource in 19th and early 20th Century California Art.

The [MS number] indicates the Mount Shasta Special Collection accession numbers used by the College of the Siskiyou Library.


[MS834]. Barchus, Agnes 1893. Eliza R. Barchus : The Oregon Artist. Portland, Ore.: Binford and Mort, 1974. Eliza Barchus (1857-1959) painted dozens if not hundreds of Mount Shasta paintings for the tourists visiting the West Coast. Most of her Mount Shasta paintings bear only slight resemblance to the actual mountain. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS834].


[MS832]. Bierstadt, Albert 1830-1902. A Rest on the Ride, 1863-64 [painting]. In: Gerald Peters Gallery. The West Explored: The Gerald Peters Collection of Western American Art. Santa Fe, N. M.: Gerald Peters Gallery, 1988. This painting by Albert Bierstadt was probably painted to illustrate the upper Sacramento River Canyon. In 1863-1864 Bierstadt and the writer Fitz Hugh Ludlow traveled together on horseback up the canyon. They stayed for several days at the Sisson house at the base of Mt. Shasta (see Ludlow 'On Horseback into Oregon' 1864). 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS832].

[MS634]. Bloomer, H. R. [portrait of J. H. Sisson painted by H. R. Bloomer]. In: Yreka Union. Yreka, Calif.: Sept 28, 1870. Vol. 18, No. 50, p. 3. Mentions a portrait of Mount Shasta guide and innkeeper J. H. Sisson: Portrait painting. ÑMr. Bloomer, a portrait painter, has painted a portrait of Mr. Sisson, of Strawberry Valley, which is said to be a
very fine specimen of art. He is now engaged in painting one of Mrs. Sisson. We hope Mr. Bloomer may place some specimens of his work on exhibition at the Fair. Mr. Bloomer is a cousin of Mr. Hanford of this city, and we believe has not been long in this state.' A portrait of J. H. Sisson which now hangs in the Sisson museum in Mt. Shasta City, Calif. and may be the Bloomer painting. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS634].


[MS229]. Cornelius, Brother 1877. Keith: Old Master of California. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1942. Two volumes, with Volume II being a supplement published in 1957. The definitive study on the life and times of the 19th century California artist William Keith. Keith was perhaps the best known of the San Francisco artists who thrived during the S.F. art boom of the 1870s and 1880s. Keith's first trip to Mount Shasta was in 1868 (I. p. 28), and later documented trips to the mountain took place in 1882 (I. p. 83), 1888 (I. p. 163), and 1895 (I. p. 388). Cornelius quotes an 1895 S.F. Chronicle article titled 'Keith's Lofty Themes - The artist has returned to his old love the mountains, Shasta and Castle Crags.' Keith remarks: 'I much prefer that point of view [Shasta from near Castle Crags Tavern] to that from Sissons. The grandeur of Shasta is much better appreciated there to my mind than near its base'(I. pp. 387-388). According to the article, Keith spent three or four weeks at Castle Crags Tavern during the summer of 1895. Even as early as 1871, Keith's Shasta paintings were given nationwide publicity. In 1871 a New York correspondent to the S.F. Bulletin wrote that 'William Keith's landscapes, views of 'Tamalpais' and 'Shasta' now on exhibition at the New York Academy of Design, have introduced to the lovers of art in this section a name which is evidently destined to become justly famous (I. p. 45). Keith is frequently given credit for illustrating a well-known California - Oregon Overland Stage route poster which shows Mount Shasta in the background. However, as this book shows, Keith probably only engraved a small early version of that poster; the early version is reproduced on p. 33 of Vol. I.

The book as a whole contains many stories about the great friendship between Keith and John Muir. Vol. II contains many references to different paintings of Mount Shasta by Keith. Brother Cornelius, of Saint Mary's College near Oakland, California, spent decades compiling this book. Today, Saint Mary's college houses the Hearst 'Keith Gallery,' which displays on a rotating basis many fine Keith paintings of Mount Shasta, Yosemite, and the Sierras. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS229].

[MS315]. Dana, James Dwight 1813-1895. The Shasty Peak - bearing by compass N E b N. [etching]. American Journal of Science. 2nd Series. 1849. No. 7. p. 251. Appearing as an illustration in 'Notes on Upper California: From Observations Made During the Cruise of the United States Exploring Expedition, Under Capt. Charles Wilkes, U.S.N.' The original sketch was drawn in Dana's California expedition journal in 1841. This engraving is the second picture of Mount Shasta ever published (the first published was an engraving of an 1841 sketch by fellow U.S. Ex. Ex. explorer Alfred Agate, in Wilke's narratives, Vol. 5, published in 1844). Although the 1849 engraving may look a bit awkward, it nonetheless shows the ridges and the patches of snow, both of which Dana explains on page 250 of the accompanying text. Note that the original sketch (now in the special collections of the main Yale Library) from which this engraving was made is a bit better in showing the three dimensional nature of the mountain. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS315].


Deep and eloquent purple shadows are wrapping their secretive folds around the lower slopes. The tops of some of the trees still catch glimpses of the fading glories, while below the snow-line, and down, down, into the very foreground the soft, reflected light brings out, though in subdued and gentle effect, the rich greens of the foothills and the wide stretch of meadow, where an occasional sparkle shows the course of the rippling brooks which are herrying the melted snow down to the far-away warmth of the all-embracing Pacific’ (p. 11).

Contains a picture of a painting of Mt. Shasta; caption reads: 'The California Fuji-San Ñ Mt. Shasta. Purchased for the
White House by President Roosevelt. From a painting by H. C. Best. $300.00' (p. 3). A brief letter, from President Theodore Roosevelt about Mt. Shasta and about the purchased Mt. Shasta painting, is found in the appendix to this article (p. 18. See also Roosevelt 1908). 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS873].

[MS2032]. Keith, William 1838-1911, Ann Harlow, editor, and Alfred C. Harrison, text writer. William Keith: the Saint Mary's College Collection. Moraga, Calif.: Hearst Art Gallery, Saint Mary's College of California, 1994, viii, 115, iii, 28 p.; ill. (some col.); 28 cm. text by Alfred C. Harrison, Jr.; Ann Harlow, editor. ‘Published in conjunction with the exhibition, William Keith: California's poet-painter, June 11-October 9, 1988.’ Includes several paintings of Mount Shasta, Calif. A supplement is bound together with the second printing of the catalogue... "The major feature of this supplement is full transcripts of three essays and two lectures by William Keith. They provide direct access to the artist's own thinking about art and nature over a span of more than twenty years. They also make for delightful reading because of Keith's dry sense of humor and the vividness of his tales of camping in the High Sierra with his friend John Muir." (Preface). Includes bibliographical references and index. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS2032].


[MS815]. LaPena, Frank Raymond. The World Is a Gift. San Francisco, Calif.: Limestone Press, 1987. Only 100 copies of the book were printed; each book has eight full-page woodblock illustrations. 30 copies of the book were accompanied with an additional portfolio containing the same eight illustrations on eight separate sheets of Japanese rice paper; each print in the portfolio was signed and numbered by the artist. 'The World is a Gift' is an illustrated art book about the Wintu Indian traditions of the Mt. Shasta region. The book's title refers to how one learns to appreciate life through the traditional Indian teachings passed on from generation to generation. This book and its art are unique among the documents concerning Mt. Shasta. It is both a large-format illustrated book and an accompanying series of eight large wood engravings printed on fine paper. Frank LaPena is a Wintu Indian writer and a nationally-known artist. He is currently director of the Native American Studies program at California State University, Sacramento.

Frank LaPena often came to Mt. Shasta while still a young man to visit his grandmother and uncle. 'The World is a Gift' tells in words and pictures the lessons he learned from these elders. Mr. LaPena states that: 'When my uncle died, I went to Mt. Shasta with the bundle of my hair that I had cut off as a sign of mourning. Mt. Shasta is the last place on earth the spirit visits before traveling to the above world. The cutting of the hair is a sign of grievance and respect' (p. 1).

Mr. LaPena has explained the concept of 'The World Is a Gift' in other published writings. He says that: 'As one hears different stories one begins to realize that images of nature and life known and related to by the dominant society are estranged from the Native American view of the world. The Native American sees the world as a 'different place' from that seen and described by the dominant society. As a Native American, my world is a gift of my teachers. These elders, who were wise and gentle people, were singers and medicine people - practitioners of the sacred traditions, customs, and ceremonies. We are taught to respect the earth, for it is a place of mystery, wonder, and power. The earth and the universe are alive, living entities' (Quotation from The Extension of Tradition, exhibition catalog, 1985, the Crocker Museum, Sacramento).

The author/artist created the art book 'The World is a Gift' in honor of his uncle, Grant Towendolly (1873 - 1962) who was born near Mt. Shasta in Dunsmuir, Calif. Grant Towendolly was a Wintu Indian chief and shaman whose traditional stories have been published in a book entitled 'Bag of Bones,' edited by Marcelle Masson. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS815].

[MS6]. Lemos, Pedro Joseph de 1882. Mount Shasta [painting]. In: Blue and Gold 1922: A Record of the College Year 1920-1921, Published by the Junior Class of the University of California. Berkeley, Calif.: [University of California], 1922. Contains (facing p. 296) a full page color reproduction of a painting of Mount Shasta by Pedro Lemos. Lemos was a noted artist, art teacher, and author of books on applied art. For this yearbook he created seven colorful paintings of California; the reproductions are each full page on a glossy paper and each is protected by a separate tissue guard paper. The six paintings are titled: 1) California Spirit 2) Lone Cypress 3) Golden Gate from the Campus 4) Forbidden Garden at Santa Barbara Mission 5) Mount Shasta 6) Lake Tahoe 7) Yosemite Valley. There is a letter, in the COS Mt. Shasta collection, sent by Pedro Lemos to Mt. Shasta mountaineer Edward Stuhl, in which the artist explains the circumstances behind the painting of the picture. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS6].
Chapter titles are as follows:

Chapter I. Artist-Explorers of The Wilkes Expedition: The early 1840s.

Chapter II. Artist-Explorers of the Fremont Expeditions: The mid-1840s.

Chapter III. Transcontinental Railroad Survey Artists: The 1850s.

Chapter IV. Early Illustrators: 1850s-1870s.

Chapter V. Early Illustrators: 1870s-1900s.

Chapter VI. At Sisson's with Bierstadt, Hill, Keith, and Muir: 1860s-1870s.

Chapter VII. The San Francisco Art Boom: 1860s-1880s.

Chapter VIII. East Coast and Pacific Northwest Artists: 1870s-1900s.

Chapter IX. A 19th Century Visionary Artist: Frederick J. Oliver.


Chapter XI. Women Artists of Mount Shasta: 1860s-1930s.

Chapter XII. Woodblock, Watercolor, and Traditional Landscape Artists: 1915 to 1930.

Chapter XIII. Resident Artists of Mount Shasta: John Doty, A. Cedro, Philip Carnine, Edward Stuhl.

Chapter XIV. Indian Artists of Mount Shasta: Grant Tau-hin-daui.

The book is extensively footnoted and contains a bibliography.
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Pamphlet. Contains biographies of the artists who work was collected by Mrs. Boggs. The collection is now housed in the Shasta City museum. A large painting of Mt. Shasta by Carlos Hittell is one of the featured works in the collection. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS862].


[MS643]. Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. Stuhl Mount Shasta Wildflower Painting Exhibit-1936. In: Museum Notes. April, 1936. Vol. 11. No. 4. p. 30. Consists of the following notice only: 'Some of Mr. Edward Stuhl's beautiful paintings of Mount Shasta's wild flowers were placed in the special exhibit cases March 28, to remain until April 10' (p. 30). 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS643].

[MS2079]. Schafer, Frederick Ferdinand 1839-1927 artist. Frederick Ferdinand Schafer Painting Catalog. http://ffscat.lcs.mit.edu/ffshtml. World Wide Web Resource. Compiled by Jerome H. Saltzer. Contains a section on the artist's Mount Shasta paintings. Approximately 40 color paintings of Mt. Shasta by the artist. Compiler's note states: "Mount Shasta was Schafer's most frequently painted subject. In many of the paintings from the west or southwest, the secondary cone, Shastina, is larger and more widely spaced from the main peak than it should be, suggesting studio work from an exaggerated sketch, rather than painting in the field." Jerome H. Saltzer highlights the German-born American painter Frederick Ferdinand Schafer (1839-1927) and provides access to a collection of images of Schafer's paintings. Schafer was known for his landscape paintings, which he painted in California and the West between 1875 and 1905. A brief biographical sketch is available. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS2079].


[MS868]. Seavey, Kent L. Raymond Dabb Yelland. San Francisco, Calif.: California Historical Society, 1964. Raymond Dabb Yelland, chief art instructor at the California School of Design in the 1870s, painted pictures of Mt. Shasta several times during his career. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS868].


[MS1026]. Smith, Frank. [painting of Mt. Shasta]. In: Yreka Union. Yreka, Calif.: Sept. 28, 1870. Vol. 18, No. 50, p. 3. The Sept. 28 Yreka Union contains four different notices of four early California artists working in the Mt.
Shasta region. This particular article is about Frank Smith (see also Bloomer 1870; and Munger 1870; and Welch 1870): 'As Artist and Hunter. ÑOur townsmen. Frank Smith, was away from town in the mountains some three or four weeks, in the double character of Artist and Hunter...The positions from which the sketches were taken are points near Mr. Fellows residence. They are beautiful pictures and demonstrate that their author posesses both artistic taste and skill of no mean order.' 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS1026].

[MS870]. Stenzel, Franz. Cleveland Rockwell: Scientist and Artist 1837-1907. Portland, Ore.: Oregon Historical Society, 1972. Rockwell was an accomplished surveyor working for the U.S. Coast Survey. A letter dated May 18, 1875 to his Chief states: 'Since my return from Point Sur, Asst. Rodgers has related to me his experiences of a trip to the summit of Mount Shasta, with a view of making it a Coast Survey Station. From his account of the interest which you take in the Matter, I send you a painting of the mountain, which I beg you to accept as a token of respect and esteem. The painting is a very faithful view from 'Strawberry Valley' from sketches which I made in June 1873, while resting at 'Sissons' on my journey to the Columbia River' (pp. 76-77). Cleveland Rockwell painted several Mt. Shasta views though none are reproduced in this book. This book does contain a black and white reproduction of Rockwell's painting entitled 'Lassen Butte and Big Meadows, California' (p. 30). 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS870].


[MS1070]. [The American West]. California and Oregon Stage Company, Carries Wells, Fargo and Co. Express and the U. S. Mail. View of Mount Shasta 14,442 ft, above the Sea- On C and O Stage Route [illustration]. in: The American West. July, 1968. Vol. 5. No. 4. Front and back covers, inside front and back covers. Cover photograph from an original poster in: Honeyman Collection, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. Contain five similar but different versions of a Mt. Shasta Stagecoach scene. The magazine editors state that 'A curious phenomenon came to our attention while the cover for this issue was being selected: different members of the staff, working in various libraries, had been looking at quite different lithographs, all of the while being under the impression that a single stagecoaching scene was under consideration. The confusion soon passed, but it left behind an interesting set of variations on a popular theme Ñwhich we present here and on the inside back cover' (inside front cover). The earliest stagecoach poster shown is from 1853, and although it does not show Mt. Shasta the stagecoach and the horses are exactly reproduced in some of the later posters which did show Mt. Shasta. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS1070].


[MS151]. von Finck, Walter. The New Visionaries from Mount Shasta. Ashland, Ore.: Lapis Dragon Publishing, 1989. Contains examples of ethereal and meditative 'Visionary Art' from the 1980s by seven different resident contemporary Mount Shasta artists. Many of the paintings show Mount Shasta itself, and several of the paintings depict ethereal 'beings' and/or 'outer space' scenes. Most of the paintings are harmonized with light-shades of colors from the violet end of the color spectrum. Contains paintings by Cheryl Yambrach Rose, Krystel, Leonardo Rene, Rodney Birkett, Andraleria, Ixthara, and Aeoliah. Approximately eighty paintings are reproduced, about half are in full-page format. Each artist contributes text explaining the intent of his or her art. For example, artist Rodney Birkett states 'It is my intent to provide the viewer with a sense of peace that gives understanding and the feeling of being transported into one's own consciousness of the eternal' (p. 34). Artist Aeoliah states 'I started to experience new radiant colors and beings that were
made of light, whose bodies were translucent with a shining radiance' (p. 104). All of these artists are painting in the visionary art tradition of Mount Shasta which has its roots in both the published drawings of Frederick Oliver from 1894 and in the many published 1940s paintings of the 'I AM' movement. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS151].

[MS1025]. Welch, Thaddeus. [sketches of Mt. Shasta]. In: Yreka Union. Yreka, Calif.: Sept. 28, 1870. Vol. 18, No. 50, p. 3. The Sept. 28 Yreka Union contains four different notices of four early California artists working in the Mt. Shasta region. This particular article is about Thaddeus Welch (see also Bloomer 1870; and Munger 1870; and Smith 1870): 'Personal. We have been favored with a call from Mr. Welch, landscape artist, who is visiting this part of our State with the view of taking sketches of some of our mountain scenery. He has some three or four very meritorious sketches of Mt. Shasta taken from different points, in the vicinity of Sheep Rock. The dense smoke which has hung like a pall over the mountains and plains for the last few weeks...' 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS1025].

[MS1062]. Wilson, Darryl Babe. LaPena. In: News from Native California: An Inside View of the California Indian World. Summer, 1992. Vol. 6. No. 3. pp. 14-15. Review of the Spring 1992 exhibition 'Frank LaPena: A Retrospective,' held at University of California, Davis. Contains several reference to the Wintu Indian artist's spiritual experiences at Mt. Shasta. The artist's artworks often contain representations of Mt. Shasta: 'North Mountain. Immense wings spread out encompassing Mount Shasta. Hail, snow, and sleet drive, like shining spirit arrows into the earth. The mountain, pleased with the storm, meditates in the evening. Brilliant stars look over the clouds. At first I thought the cloud was a huge white owl, but the eyes were too small. Then I thought it might be a white eagle. Frank says, 'It is the spirit of the birds and the spirit of the sky. It is birdness.' The painting is immense, taking up an entire wall. In its giant size, the painting gives a deeper dimension to the power of nature, to the intensity of the storm, to the everlasting presence of the mountain, to the vastness of the winter sky. Again, a thought made manifest by the magic strokes of the winter sky' (p. 15). 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS1062].


[MS635]. [Yreka Union]. [Munger's Mt. Shasta paintings]. In: Yreka Union. Yreka, Calif.: Sept. 28, 1870. Vol. 18, p. 3. Munger was a landscape artist working for Clarence King's 1870 survey of Mt. Shasta. Article states that 'Munger, the landscape artist, has taken a sunset sketch of Mount Shasta, from a point near Fellow's, which is said to be a very fine picture, a superb work of art.' Also mentions the photographer 'Watson [Watkins], and two brothers named Clark, as members of the King Survey team. The Oct. 5, 1870, Yreka Union again mentions Munger. 27. Art: Fine Arts. [MS635].